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Mrs. Evans

Birthdate: March 15

Members of my family: 4

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: watch movies with my daughter

Biggest pet peeve: slow drivers

Three words that describes me: sarcastic, humorous, thoughtful

One thing everyone should know about me: Dark chocolate is my favorite

One thing people usually get wrong about me: I’m outgoing.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Pasta

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Jennifer Lopez (body goals)

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Instagram, walking with my dog, and memes.

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: I don’t know if I am expert, but 
I will find the answer: Google classroom, Google Meet, Shmoop, schedules, Aeries Communication, 
Hero and celebrity gossip :-)



Mrs. Davis

Birthdate: September 21

Members of my family: 5

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Go on local adventures with my kids, Online shopping, 
Cooking, HIIT, Watch Youtube Mukbangs & Fashion Hauls, Spend Time w/ Family

Biggest pet peeve: Self-Centeredness

Three words that describes me: Calm, Compassionate, Creative

One thing everyone should know about me: I’m a sugar addict! Please keep sweets away from my 
office.

One thing people usually get wrong about me: They take my quiet, kindness for weakness.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Mac & Cheese

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Ms. Miriam from It’s So Good Mukbangs

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: My family, Mukbangs w/ Recipes, HIIT

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Online Tools For Teaching, 
Trauma Informed Practices, Cultural Proficiency, PBIS, Restorative Practices, Modern World and U.S. 
History, Cole Middle School, Fashion Trends, Food, Old School R&B and Hip Hop



Mrs. Hughes
Birthdate: December 23

Members of my family: 5

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Read, Hang out with my family, Watch Netflix, Write

Biggest pet peeve: Kids running loose in stores or anywhere with no supervision

Three words that describes me: Calm, Supportive, Observant

One thing everyone should know about me: I love sweets!! (But not chocolate!)

One thing people usually get wrong about me: People usually assume that I am a basketball or 
football fan (NOPE!!!)

I could eat this food item every day of my life: I absolutely love pasta, pizza, and anything cheesy!!

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Luv n’ Slim 

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: I am into finding different ways to cook jackfruit, Marvel 
movies/Sci-fi, Finding a trailer to go camping with my family

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: How to juggle school and 
work, Student-Teacher relationships, Data informed practices (I know some but may not be an 
expert), Working with challenging students, U.S. History (I know some things! :) ), Art History, 
Integration of content areas, staying calm. 



Ms. Broussard

Birthdate: July 30th

Members of my family: 2 (My Fiance and I)

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Gardening, dancing, and hiking.

Biggest pet peeve: Someone talking over me 

Three words that describes me: Dedicated, motivated, and determined.

One thing everyone should know about me: I’d rather chit chat than watch a movie with someone.

One thing people usually get wrong about me: My age.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: SUSHI.

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):  Erykah Badu

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Cooking and walking my fur baby (dog).

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Softball.



Mr. Callis

Birthdate: 05/11

Members of my family: 3

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Watch, Coach, Play, Train (SPORTS)

Biggest pet peeve: Trying to share something with people who like to talk (terrible listeners)

Three words that describes me: Caring, Strength, Passionate

One thing everyone should know about me: favorite color (blue)

One thing people usually get wrong about me: likes to argue (well maybe they are right)

I could eat this food item every day of my life: tacos

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Lebron James (not because of basketball)

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Quibi, basketball, learning new recipes 

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Sports in general



Ms. Schmidt
Birthdate: April 25th

Members of my family: Mom, Dad, Sister, Brother-in-law, Boyfriend of 2 years
Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Try new restaurants, Go to the beach, walk my 
dogs or take them to the park/beach, play card games and board games with friends
Biggest pet peeve: Loud chewing, crinkling food wrappers, being rushed, last minute 
cancellations
Three words that describes me: caring, stubborn, thorough
One thing everyone should know about me: I’ve had type 1 Diabetes since I was 17 years 
old. I use an insulin pump to administer insulin when I eat, so I can still have sugary foods 
if I give myself insulin. But I only drink diet soda and sugar free drinks.
One thing people usually get wrong about me: People think I’m controlling and bossy but 
I just want everything to work out in the best way possible for everyone.
I could eat this food item every day of my life: chicken: nuggets, strips, wings, grilled
Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Ariana Grande, Dove Cameron, David Dobrik
Three things I’m currently obsessed with: 1) watching Parks & Recreation, 2) my new pet 
snake, 3) Facebook
You can ask me about these things because I’m kind of an expert: Lion King, 
dog breeds, cats, pet care advice, My Little Pony, horror movies



Mrs. Conlin

Birthdate: 5/2/68

Members of my family: Cody, Gracie, Tom 

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Bird photography

Biggest pet peeve: inconsiderate people

Three words that describes me: stubborn, persistent, compassionate 

One thing everyone should know about me: I like  honesty

One thing people usually get wrong about me: They think I am too nice

I could eat this food item every day of my life: chocolate

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): don’t have one

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: birds, birds, and more birds

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: birds



Mr. Colcord:)

Birthdate: January 16th of 1970

Members of my family: My Dad, Aaron, Valerie, Aunt Janice, Aunt Joan, Tyler, Violet, Levi, Zachary, Kaitlyn, Allison, 
Charlie, Elizabeth, Alex and Lucy.

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Hike, watch science fiction, listen to audiobooks/podcasts, clean, 
organize, camping

Biggest pet peeve: sitting and lazy people

Three words that describes me: Funny(or I think I am), Kind, Knowledgeable

One thing everyone should know about me:  I have died three times.

One thing people usually get wrong about me:  Kindness is weakness

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Mushrooms(portobello specifically)

Favorite YouTuber celebrity in general?  Tom Baker, the 4th Doctor in Doctor Who.

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Building a hangout for my teenagers in the garage, building a wall in my 
daughter’s room to give them their own space and researching historical topics related to the Black Lives Matters 
movement to improve my teaching of history.

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Doctor Who, Audio Editing/Recording, C.S. 
Lewis, Isaac Asimov, J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the RIngs series, Wizard of Oz books, Martin Luther, Abraham Lincoln



Ms. Bergman

Birthdate: October 15

Members of my family: parents, sister, brother, nephew, niece, and lots of furbabies

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: play video games or SLEEP

Biggest pet peeve: when smoke detector batteries need changing

Three words that describe me: hilarious, strong-willed, traveler

One thing everyone should know about me: sometimes I randomly break into song...it’s normal.

One thing people usually get wrong about me: either that I’m “too nice” or that I am too timid to 
speak my mind.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: does coffee count? Also, cheese.

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Daveed Diggs, Donald Glover, Lin-Manuel Miranda

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Animal Crossing, coffee, audiobooks

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: New York, Scotland, England, 
Japan, Harry Potter, books/reading, animals, or any of the aforementioned things I’m currently 
obsessed with (...have I mentioned my love for coffee?)



Mrs. De Leon

Birthdate: August 13

Members of my family: 4 (husband and two fur babies)

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: swimming, hiking, and spending time with family

Biggest pet peeve: People who litter

Three words that describes me: empathetic, loyal, and honest

One thing everyone should know about me: I like to sing, and used to sing in a choir, but I am terribly 
shy to sing in front of others

One thing people usually get wrong about me: My ethnicity

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Ice cream

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Toocoolformiddleschool

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: My baby niece, sunsets, and being out in nature

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: cleaner/non-toxic beauty and 
cleaning products, & conversational French



Mr. Douglass

Birthdate: July 11, 1955

Members of my family: My wife, 2 children, 2 grandchildren

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Read, go out to dinner, go to amusement/water parks

Biggest pet peeve: People who constantly interrupt others.

Three words that describes me: Curious, friendly, sarcastic

One thing everyone should know about me: I love learning about ancient and medieval history.

One thing people usually get wrong about me: They think I’m standoffish.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Fried chicken

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Celebrities mean nothing to me.

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Comic books, Vikings, and Edgar Allen Poe

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Comic book history, math and 
math history, the Crusades



Mrs. Espinoza

Birthdate: Jan.20

Members of my family: 2

Things I like to do when I’m not at school:Gardening, Hiking long distances, travel, get together with 
friends and family

Biggest pet peeve: my doggy chew my new shoe!

Three words that describes me: creative, hard work, compassionate.

One thing everyone should know about me: I like spicy food

One thing people usually get wrong about me: Talk with accent, however do not think with accent.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: mole

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): I don’t have one. 

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: my work, get to know more tech, new ways to learn/teach.

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Science,, Mexican and 
European culture.



                Mrs. Pincetich

Birthdate: April 28

Members of my family: My husband, Joseph; our sons, Daniel & Stephen; our ‘puppies’, Mobi & Tonka

Things I like to do when I’m not at school:  Spend time with my husband, read, sew, bake, ...eat….

Biggest pet peeve:   When someone doesn’t allow others to speak; cleaning up after others.

Three words that describes me:  Perseverant, selectively patient, 

One thing everyone should know about me:  I speak, read, and write in Spanish, so I CAN talk to your 
mom.

One thing people usually get wrong about me:  The spelling of our last name:  PINCETICH :)

I could eat this food item every day of my life:  Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):     Sean Connery (Not a YouTuber…..)

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:  Google Classroom.  Google Classroom.  Google Classroom.

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:  Reading, grammar, 
punctuation, selective ancient history,  



Mr. Johnson

Birthdate: july

Members of my family: 11children,17 grandchildren, 7 great grandchildren

Things I like to do when I’m not at school:wander during wind therapy

Biggest pet peeve: a mess

Three words that describes me: Leader,Compassionate,Achiever

One thing everyone should know about me:it’s important to me to help people achieve their best 

One thing people usually get wrong about me:that im mean

I could eat this food item every day of my life:oxtail

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):Denzel Washington

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:order, long healthy life, harley

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:life



Ms. Joseph

Birthdate: Dec 13th

Members of my family: 6 kids, plus a nephew, and me...total = 8

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: TRAVEL AND EAT

Biggest pet peeve: COUGHING IN YOUR HANDS...PRE COVID

Three words that describes me: Nice, Helpful, and Sarcastic 

One thing everyone should know about me: I love what I do for a living!

One thing people usually get wrong about me: That i’m mean (My face don’t do my personality 
justice)

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Homemade Tacos

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Don’t really have 1, but i’ll go with Will Smith

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Nothing at the moment

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Traveling 



Ms. Longeteig

Birthdate: August 13th

Members of my family: my husband, Jody, and 5 kids (Hunter, Nathan, Kathleen, Lane, Nick)

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: read, watch movies, garden, travel to visit family

Biggest pet peeve: dishonesty

Three words that describes me: patient, thoughtful, likes-to-relax (lazy)

One thing everyone should know about me: I’m a lefty and my birthday is the same day as 
International Lefthanders Day

One thing people usually get wrong about me: they incorrectly assume my political views

I could eat this food item every day of my life:  dark chocolate

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Tom Hanks is one of my favorite actors

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: audiobooks, creamy polenta and braised short ribs, my cats

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: learning how to be flexible 
and “go with the flow”



Ms. Magno

Birthdate: 

Members of my family: 

Things I like to do when I’m not at school:

Biggest pet peeve:

Three words that describes me:

One thing everyone should know about me:

One thing people usually get wrong about me:

I could eat this food item every day of my life:

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:



Ms. Reddy

Birthdate: November 2

Members of my family: 6 other siblings

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Build furniture and attempt to grow vegetables

Biggest pet peeve: People who are late.

Three words that describes me: Quirky, Adventurous, Helpful.

One thing everyone should know about me: I love to travel. I have been to 4 of 7 continents. 

One thing people usually get wrong about me: Think I am shy. 

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Carne Asada Tacos

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Dr. Mike

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Sewing Masks. Ryobi Miter Saw. 

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Public Health and Pandemics. 
I have a Masters in Public Health specializing and Global Health Leadership and International and 
Community Health. 



Ms. McKnight

Birthdate: April 28

Members of my family: My daughter Mary and me

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Go to the lake, fish, play cards

Biggest pet peeve: Cliques

Three words that describes me: Loud, funny, friendly

One thing everyone should know about me: I am a team player

One thing people usually get wrong about me: That I’m stubborn

I could eat this food item every day of my life: tacos

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): B Loves Life

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: YouTube mukbangs, Podcasts, 

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Mukbangs



Mr. Medina

Birthdate:  05/13
Members of my family:  4
Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Explore new places, foods, or enhance my 
skills in my hobbies...and power nap!

Biggest pet peeve: When students give up without trying

Three words that describes me: Lucky, Resourceful, Imaginative
One thing everyone should know about me: I’m Mexican of Spanish background
One thing people usually get wrong about me: People usually think I’m from an Arab                     
,                or Indian country.
            I could eat this food item every day of my life: Grilled Chicken sandwich from          
,           the roach coach!
Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Pablo Cimadevilla, Rick Kondiv
Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Jewelry Making, Living in another country, 
and defeating male pattern baldness...
You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: 7th grade math



Mrs. Olewine

Birthdate: February 26

Members of my family: husband(Rich), children (Austin & Kimberley)

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: read books, play video games

Biggest pet peeve: people that are noisy eaters

Three words that describes me: helpful, friendly, dedicated, nerdy

One thing everyone should know about me: I am usually overyly helpful by providing too many 
resources

One thing people usually get wrong about me: they think I am bossy

I could eat this food item every day of my life: David’s Sunfliwer seeds

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): John Oliver

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:Watchmen series, The Alienist, New Perry Mason

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:  Stephen King & Dean Koontz 
books



Mr. Persson

Birthdate: October

Members of my family: Me myself and I

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Workout and watch sports

Biggest pet peeve: Cracking knuckles

Three words that describes me: Cuddly Adorable and Delightful

One thing everyone should know about me: I’m kind of a big deal

One thing people usually get wrong about me: I’m nice

I could eat this food item every day of my life:  Chicken

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):  Will Ferrell

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:  Lakers Royals Vikings

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Exercise PE Athletics



Mrs. Rasch
Birthdate:  June 7

Members of my family: My daughter, son, husband, mommy, niece, siblings and pets

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Read and shop

Biggest pet peeve: People singing the wrong lyrics to songs out loud

Three words that describes me: extra, compassionate, sarcastic

One thing everyone should know about me: I’m a horrible cook, but that didn’t stop me from 
competing on a “food” gameshow!

One thing people usually get wrong about me: My height… I’m 4’ 11”

I could eat this food item every day of my life: chicken (fried, grilled, tenders, etc.)

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): My favorite YouTuber at the moment is Mr. Beast

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Amazon, Starbucks and Fenty Beauty

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Amazon, Starbucks, Fenty 
Beauty (actually most popular makeup brands). In all seriousness, I love reading and writing, so I 
am always finding ways to improve both those skills.  I may not be an expert at those skills, but I 
love to learn more!



Mrs. Reneau

Birthdate: March 30

Members of my family: 105

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Swim & sleep

Biggest pet peeve: trash on the floor

Three words that describes me: honest, funny, happy, 

One thing everyone should know about me: I have a lot pf patience for children. 

One thing people usually get wrong about me: My age

I could eat this food item every day of my life:chip

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Bob Marley

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: my children, food, success.

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Working with special Ed. 
children and educational settings/programs. 



Mr. Rios

Birthdate: 01-25

Members of my family: Wife of 33 years, 2 Daughters, 1 Son

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Ride,  play my guitar, & listen to music 

Biggest pet peeve:People biting their nails

Three words that describes me:Strong, disciplined, & faithful

One thing everyone should know about me: I’m serious

One thing people usually get wrong about me: I’m mean.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Mashed potatoes w/gravy

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Chuck Smith

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Electric Cars, Solar energy, & Travel Places

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Riding dirtbikes, quads & 
motorcycles



Mr. Roth

Birthdate: Spring Break

Members of my family: 10

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: work in my garden, fishing, off roading

Biggest pet peeve:people being late

Three words that describes me: honest, hard working, family oriented

One thing everyone should know about me: i am good for my word

One thing people usually get wrong about me: i’m 

I could eat this food item every day of my life: my mothers fried chicken and spuds

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):John Wayne

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:my three grandkids

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:growing a garden and raising 
fair animals



 Ms. Rudolph

Birthdate: February 11

Members of my family:  3 sons- Kingston, Elijah and Johnny and one daughter- Alyx

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: hangout with my kids, go to the beach, read

Biggest pet peeve: Water spots on a mirror! 

Three words that describes me: Funny, caring, responsible

One thing everyone should know about me: I hate spiders.

One thing people usually get wrong about me: My sarcasm

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Hummus from Olive’s 

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): I don’t have a favorite YouTuber or a favorite celebrity.

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Unsolved Mysteries, my new puppy, baking  

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: how to multi-task, how to 
organize, how to declutter. 



Mrs. Sabol

Birthdate:  May 26

Members of my family:  My wonderful hubby (...and 8 amazing nieces and nephews...and 11 fun 
great-nieces and great-nephews!)

Things I like to do when I’m not at school:  Read, go to concerts, travel, watch TV, go to restaurants

Biggest pet peeve:  Perfume!

Three words that describe me:  Hard-working, responsible, empathetic

One thing everyone should know about me:  I love listening to classic rock music!

One thing people usually get wrong about me:  That I’m grumpy or sad.  (My relaxed face just looks 
that way!)

I could eat this food item every day of my life:  Pizza!  

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):  None, really.

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:  Crossword puzzles, dogs, Facebook

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:  The Johnstown Flood, baking 
cookies, EUSD History



SANDERS
Birthdate: The age of dirt :D

Members of my family: My wife, my son Aiden, My son Connor, and Baby Sanders

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: READ, Martial arts, explore, build
Biggest pet peeve: Seeing people with potential waste it. 

Three words that describes me: Dedicated, Passionate, Intense

One thing everyone should know about me: I care too much

One thing people usually get wrong about me: If I am angry or not

I could eat this food item every day of my life: FOOOOOOOD

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: GRAMMAR, READING, WRITING



Mr. Santa

Birthdate: December

Members of my family: The members of my family are my wife, my mom, my dad, and my two sisters.

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: When I’m not at school, I like to read and play video games.

Biggest pet peeve: My biggest pet peeve is when the water pitcher is empty in the refrigerator.

Three words that describes me: Three words that describe me are serious, funny, and old.

One thing everyone should know about me: One thing that everyone should know about me is that I 
love Star Wars.

One thing people usually get wrong about me: One thing people usually get wrong about me is 
thinking that I am into comic books.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: I could eat pizza every day of my life.

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): My favorite YouTuber is the guy from AntsCanada.

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Three things I am currently obsessed with are Star Wars, 
playing video games, and rewatching The Office with my wife.

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: You can ask me about Star 
Wars



Mr. Segovia

Birthdate: November 18th

Members of my family: 4

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Watch movies

Biggest pet peeve: When drivers don’t use turn signals

Three words that describes me: Calm, Patient, Prepared

One thing everyone should know about me: I love traveling

One thing people usually get wrong about me: Where I’m from (El Salvador)

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Pupusas

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Kawhi Leonard

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: NBA, learning to play the guitar, and SCHOOL!

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: History, Government/Civics, 
Movies



Mr. Sin

Birthdate:  8/31

Members of my family: 4

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Play Soccer , video games , watch netflix

Biggest pet peeve: HATE BEING LATE!!

Three words that describes me: Fun , Chill, Adventurous 

One thing everyone should know about me: I love trying new foods 

One thing people usually get wrong about me: My age

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Inn N out

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Dude Perfect

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Kdrama , Smash Brothers Brawl, Cooking

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Soccer 



Mr. Stack

Birthdate: June 7

Members of my family: Mateo (son), Zarai (daughter), Yolanda (Wife)

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Play soccer, hang out with my family, play FIFA

Biggest pet peeve: Liars, 

Three words that describes me:  Sarcastic, chill, friendly.

One thing everyone should know about me: I want to hear everyone's opinions to make a decision, 
but if you take too long i will take control.

One thing people usually get wrong about me: my age

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Green Chile Chicken Enchiladas

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): J Cole

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: my kids, soccer, Jeopardy

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Soccer, food, History



Mr. Strader

Birthdate: 8/13

Members of my family: 5

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Workout, eat, hangout with my fam

Biggest pet peeve: Being late

Three words that describes me: Sarcastic, dependable, confident

One thing everyone should know about me: left handed

One thing people usually get wrong about me: my profession

I could eat this food item every day of my life:  chicken

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):  Will Farrell

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: Weights, foods, 2k

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:Sports



Mrs. Strong

Birthdate: 

Members of my family: 

Things I like to do when I’m not at school:

Biggest pet peeve:

Three words that describes me:

One thing everyone should know about me:

One thing people usually get wrong about me:

I could eat this food item every day of my life:

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:



Ms. Teare

Birthdate: July 30th

Members of my family: 7

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Walk at the beach

Biggest pet peeve: Gas prices

Three words that describes me: Quiet, funny, and very happy.

One thing everyone should know about me: 

One thing people usually get wrong about me: How to say my last name.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Cookies and/or ice cream.

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):  

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:  All summer activities

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:  Hawaii



Mr. Vannicolo

Birthdate: July 

Members of my family: 2 (Me and my cat)

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Play guitar, hike mountains, going to sporting clay ranges

Biggest pet peeve: When people purposely don’t follow directions

Three words that describes me: I love music!

One thing everyone should know about me: I’m a little goofy.

One thing people usually get wrong about me: Pronouncing my last name (van - ick- oh - low)

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Chinese Food (General Tso’s Chicken)

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): comedian Bert Kreischer 

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: DIY woodworking YouTube videos, cooking new recipes, 
and Flyers playoff hockey

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: anything music, movies, 



Mrs. Wood

Birthdate: March 23

Members of my family: 4

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: traveling and crafting

Biggest pet peeve: dishonest people

Three words that describes me: patient, caring, quiet

One thing everyone should know about me: I am not a morning person

One thing people usually get wrong about me: my age

I could eat this food item every day of my life: sushi

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): 

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: screen printing t-shirts and totes, swimming with my kids 
and family, and getting to know my new students

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:



Mrs. Canela

Birthdate: November 20

Members of my family: 6

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Sleep

Biggest pet peeve: People who are LATE

Three words that describes me: smart, sarcastic, adventurous

One thing everyone should know about me: I don’t bite

One thing people usually get wrong about me: I am girly 

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Tacos

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): 

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:Food, Tik Tok, cricut crafts

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Food



Mr. Villa

Birthdate: July 22

Members of my family:  3 adult sons and 1 lovely wife

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: I like to watch reality shows and work on my yard

Biggest pet peeve:  black Friday

Three words that describes me: very compassionate person

One thing everyone should know about me: I love science

One thing people usually get wrong about me: I do not have a sence of humor

I could eat this food item every day of my life: icecream

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Tom Hanks

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: the Home depot

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: How to raise responsible boys 
and how to stay committed to your spouse.



Ms. Hadlock

Birthdate: 

Members of my family: 

Things I like to do when I’m not at school:

Biggest pet peeve:

Three words that describes me:

One thing everyone should know about me:

One thing people usually get wrong about me:

I could eat this food item every day of my life:

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general):

Three things I’m currently obsessed with:

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert:



Ms. Reichert

Birthdate: 12/15/1973

Members of my family: Otilia, Josue, Sebastian

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Watch sports

Biggest pet peeve: being late

Three words that describes me:  Patient, Consistent, and Driven

One thing everyone should know about me: Love Basketball

One thing people usually get wrong about me: I’m  have a master’s degree.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: Thai Food

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): Will Ferrall

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: basketball, basketball, and basketball

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: paperwork



Ms. Hobbs

Birthdate:  March, 20th Century

Members of my family:  Me, my partner Bill, his 4 kids and my 2 kids, and all the grandkids

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Travel, Art ( mainly painting), play with our animals

Biggest pet peeve: Irresponsible people especially tardy people

Three words that describes me: Different, adventurous, artistic

One thing everyone should know about me: I don’t like people who are always late.

One thing people usually get wrong about me: They think I am English and rich.

I could eat this food item every day of my life: prawns, fish and lobster

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): I dont have one,

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: exercise ( its not working though), calling my dad in 
Australia, school work

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: art and real estate ( I am a real 
estate broker and an ex-stock/bond broker)



Ms. Magno

Birthdate:  November 03

Members of my family: 5 Which grew to 9,  

Things I like to do when I’m not at school: Travel to Japan, Watch Anime, Play JRPGs

Biggest pet peeve: People not throwing away their trash

Three words that describes me: Sleepy, Adaptive, Empathetic  

One thing everyone should know about me: I’m a chill person

One thing people usually get wrong about me: I scare easy

I could eat this food item every day of my life: My family’s Tamales, Royal Milk Tea 

Favorite YouTuber (or celebrity in general): None (no seriously) 

Three things I’m currently obsessed with: My Dog (Baymax), Japan, My Hero Academia

You can ask me about this/these things because I’m kind of an expert: Japan/Japanese/Anime 


